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Orhan Pamuk is a well-known novelist from Turkey. He was awarded Nobel Prize in 2006. His novels Snow and My Name is Red, and his memoir Istanbul made his name quite familiar in the contemporary world literature. First I knew Pamuk through his much acclaimed novel Snow. I heard him delivering Nobel speech ‘My Father Suitcase’ on television and I read his Paris Review Interview that helped me understand a disciplined, determined and unflinching Pamuk who has attracted new readership across the globe.

Snow is a Turkish story, told from Ka’s, main character of the novel, point of view. The narrator of the novel, novelist Orhan, loosely based on writer himself. The layer of stories is constructed around Ka, narrator's friend, a Turkish poet who was murdered in Germany.

The novel begins with the arrival of ‘Ka’ in the city ‘Kars’. His twelve years self-exile in Germany doesn’t make any particular difference to assimilate himself in the local life. His exile sharpens his feeling of comparison between before and after the time he left and arrived. He is very self-conscious and constantly feels a kind of surveillance. His arrival coincides the fall of heavy snow, though it seems to bear some symbolical meanings; but in reality, it throws some hurdles in everyone’s life including Ka. Heavy snow fall makes his physical journey a daunting task. The city ‘Kars’ is completely cut off other places. The news of large numbers of suicide cases of teenage girls interests him to investigate to reach the cause. He meets his girlfriend ‘Ipek’ and drenches himself in emotional feeling that hasn’t been extinguished in spite of twelve years exile and her short lived marriage with Muthar doesn’t make any difference to their liking. While Following Ipek he comes to know some very burning questions, political or religious, of the country that are strongly felt in this small city. The city Kars represents whole Turky in many senses. The things start unfolding. Ka knows how a tension is arising between wearing of head scarves or not wearing of headscarves girls. Ipek’s sister Kadife is a leader of the small group of girls at college who strongly oppose the move of government’s not wearing scarf in classroom. The common girls are trapped between the government and traditional families and ‘Ka’ assumes that might be a cause for escalating suicide cases.

Ka meets many people from different backgrounds. He visits Ipek’s ex-husband Muthar who confesses his rekindled intense faith in Islam. He finds the country alarmingly leaning
towards Islamization, when he meets Blue, a radical Islamist, whose name is in the suspected list of murder of director; his fear of fundamentalism finds more fertile ground.

Ka, a strong atheist, finds himself in an awkward situation when he feels an urge himself to write a very mysterious poem ‘Snow’, later it has been proved to be prophetic. It is a starting point of suspecting his lifelong faith. More poems follow and he finds himself shrinking closer to ‘Ipek’. He meets a religious kind fellow Necip and finds his younger self in him and becomes friend.

Performance of a play plays very crucial role in the novel. A secular leaning theatre company stages a play that criticizes the wearing of headscarves and all of the sudden the acting metamorphoses into blood bathing truth. Actors open fire and kill many including Necip. A question arises in Ka’s, too. Ka’s conversation with Blue, an Islamist leader, reveals the unrepairable division in the society, the Islamist and non-Islamist. And the lack of trust between two groups is telling the story of bleak future of not only that of Ka’s but Turkey herself.

The further story is forwarded by the narrator Orhan, he identifies himself as a writer and Ka’s friend. He informs after that event Ka returned to Germany alone and spent his life until he was murdered.

Though the novel is based on particular city, at large it covers the whole country. Turkey is in the border line of Asia and Europe. It tells the story of first decade of the New Millennium, like other Islamic countries, Turkey is turning into more conservative and traditional outfit shaking off the liberal ideas and making a country suitable for fundamentalists.

The novelist describes love between Ka and Ipek, hate between wearing headscarves and not wearing headscarves groups and conservative and progressive very intimately, sometime we feel we are watching live telecast. Pamuk is very close to perfection for depicting the picture of lively society, though it is one of the greatest socio political novels of contemporary world; but I strongly believe the readers of romantic saga will not find any disappointment either. Reading in translation is sometime tiresome job; but the rendering by Maureen in English is superb. This flawless translation reminds me of Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s translator Gregory Rabassa.
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